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VELOCITY OF SOUND EFFECT ON GAS DENSITY TRANSDUCERS - THE THEORY.
MEASUREMENT RESULTS AND METHODS OF CORRECTION

J. W. Stansfeld Solartron Transducers. Farnborough. Hampshire. England

SUMMARY

This paper describes the basic theory of the velocity of sound effect on vibrating cylinder
gasdensity transducers. Measurement results are presented which confirm this effect. With
this understanding the user is better able to select with confidence the most suitable correction
method for a particular application. It is also hoped that this understanding will help to focus
more emphasis on other application and installation details, thereby ensuring that the total
measurement task is adequately performed.

1 INTRODUCTION

Differential pressure and gasdensity are the two prime quantities which are required in order
to calculate the flow of gasthrough an orifice system. Gas density measurement is also of
considerable importance when metering high pressure gas using turbine or vortex shedding
meters.

Vibrating cylinder gasdensity transducers are now widely used for this service and when
correctly applied offer very high accuracy. In order to achieve these high accuracies, it is
important to consider a number of factors such as the performance of the prime calibration,
installation details like pressure and temperature equilibrium, the representation of the sample
gasand the systematic offsets due to temperature and the gas velocity of sound. Of these, the
most difficult to understand has been the velocity of sound effect. A lack of understanding
of this effect has, in a number of instances, led to bad practices and in consequence unnecess-
arily large measurement errors. This difficulty can give rise to conflict between the buyer and
seller of the gas and should therefore be avoided.

The problem is clearly in two parts. The first is quantifying the velocity of sound effect on
the sensor and the second is determining the actual velocity of sound of the calibration gas
and the user gas so that, if necessary, suitable corrections can be applied.

2 HISTORY

Vibrating cylinder gasdensity transducers were first introduced in 1968. Early evaluations by
Shell I I British Gas2 and later Sira 3 clearly identified calibration offsets when changing from
one gas type to another. Careful examination of this problem soon identified the velocity of
sound effect and resulted in the publication of a paper by Solartron 4 on this topic.
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This early work resulted in some design improvements for the vibrating cylinder and some
application recommendations to correct for this effect.

Much of this early work was confused by the difficulties of carrying out accurate calibrations
on gasesand gas mixtures and by the manner in which the accuracy of some of these instru-
ments were specified - for example, the use of 'percent full scale' against' percent reading'.
The velocity of sound effect is a 'percent reading' influence so becomes negligible at low
densities, against an accuracy which is specified with respect to a large full scale reading.

A dramatic demonstration of the velocity of sound effect occurs when measuring gasessuch as
ethylene through their critical region. Under these conditions there is a large change in the
velocity of sound at constant density for small changes in pressure and temperature. For this
reason much work has been concentrated in this area with impressive results. More recently,
and with respect to very high pressure natural gas measurement, Dantest " and Huhrqas " have
carried out extensive tests, the results of which are now published.

During the past fifteen years a great deal of work has been done both theoretically and experi-
mentally on the subject. Without exception this effort confirms the velocity of sound effect
and in consequence gives strong indications on how corrections can best be achieved.

3 THEORY

Most vibrating element density transducers work on the principle of a simple mass spring
system which is maintained in resonance by some electro-mechanical/electronic feedback
system.

Part of the fluid, whose density is to be measured, is carried "by or is in contact with the
vibrating element and in consequence forms part of the total massof the vibrating system.
As the density changes, the total mass changes and hence the resonating frequency changes.
This is simply illustrated by Figure 1 which shows the fluid within a container on the end
of a spring. In this illustration it is assumed that the fluid is oscillating in complete sympathy
with the container.

This assumption cannot be completely correct since the fluid is compressible and has a
finite velocity of sound.

.>__ .................n..n
Signal Out

Fig. 1 Simple schematic of resonant element density transducer
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A great deal of effort has gone into trying to understand and quantify the properties of a
fluid, and their affect on the resonating frequency. Some of this work is still classified as
confidential since its application is of significant benefit in the design optimisation of these
density transducers. However, the conclusions reached after similar research by other
interested parties confirm, without exception, the presence of a velocity of sound effect
which causes the transducer to over read for a reduction in the fluid velocity of sound.

In general the simple approaches to solving the problem are easy to understand but will not
yield accurate results. The more exact solutions are very complex but have been shown to be
accurate.

One very simple model is illustrated in Figure 2. Here the resonant element is shown as having
a mass of Ml and a stiffness of K l' The fluid within the container is shown as having two corn-
ponents, one of massM, is coupled rigidly to the container while the other of mass M3 is
coupled to the container by a stiffness K,. This stiffness term K2 is a very simple representation
of the properties of the fluid such as compressibility and velocity of sound.

Fig. 2 Simple representation of fluid effects

This is a classical description of a resonant system with two degrees of freedom for which the
solutions are illustrated in Figure 3.

t
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f at zero
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Fig. 3 Solution of system illustrated in Figure 2
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For a fluid of very high velocity of sound the stiffness term K" is very large. As the velocity
of sound decreases so does the value of K:2 , and with it the resonant frequency. This trend
represents an increase in the value of the indicated density. As K:2 is reduced further a point
will be reached where the frequency offset changes from negative to positive. However, this
offset change occurs outside the operating range of the transducer.

For a more exact model it is necessary to consider the fluid motion within the sensor assembly
as defined by the classical wave equation. With reference to Figure 4 and with a fluid of
velocity c, the displacement y at a distance x from the bottom of the container is given by:

From this point the approaches of various theories differ. Some consider the Kinetic
Energy equations while others consider the pressure fields and consequential forces on the
vibrating element. In most casescertain assumptions are made in order to simplify the
mathematics. However, within these assumptions there is broad agreement between all the
methods.

The conclusion is that if a transducer has been calibrated with a gasof velocity of sound Cs
and then used with a gas of velocity of sound Cb, the true density will be given by:

= (1 + (fcJ)
PTrue Plnd 1 +(-fcJ - - - - - - - - - - 2

This characteristic is illustrated in Figure 5.

where:
PTrUfJ =

Pinel =
Cs =

Cb =
T =
K =

=
=

Fig. 4 Fluid motion within sensor

true density (kg/m3)

indicated density from calibration on gas of V.D.S (cs)

V.D.S. of calibration gas (rn/s)
V.D.S. of measured gas (m/s)
time period of density sensor (1lS)
density sensor V.C.S. constant
1.35 X 10' for 1794, 1797 and 7810 sensors
2.62 X 10' for 3092,3093 and 7811 sensors
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Fig. 5. Density offset due to velocity of sound effect

Note: For simplicity. this figure does not show the effects of changing Velocity of Sound
of the calibration gas itself.
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4 MEASUREMENT RESULTS

Early measurements of the velocity of sound effect were based on noting the difference
between calibrations performed on different gases. These calibrations used pressure and
temperature measurements on certified pure gaseswith the density calculated from the
standard gas tables. The results were good with respect to the limitations of the gas
quality and the gas tables. For applications where the calibration offset is not large, such
as for medium pressure natural gas measurement, these tests, supported by theory, were
considered adequate. .

For applications where large calibration offsets are expected, such as for ethylene in its
critical reqion, where the velocity of sound chances dramatically and is of a low value,
more comprehensive tests were considered necessary. Since accurate Pressure/Temperature/
Density tables for ethylene in its critical region are not available, it was necessary to deter-

. mine the density from highly accurate measurements of gasvolume and mass.

Two experiments were set up, one sponsored by Shell in the Netherlands and carried out
by the Dutch Weights and Measures Authority at Dordrect 7. The other was sponsored by
Solartron, BP and lei and carried out at the National Physical Laboratory (NPL)8 in
London. Both experiments used a pressure vessel which contained the ethylene gasand
embodied the density transducer. Although the two vesselsvaried in their construction
(Figures 6 and 7) the measurement principles applied were identical and the results were
in very close agreement.

Volume was determined by weighing the vesselsempty and then full of water. The pressure
and temperature coefficients were also establ ished. The vesselswere then charged with gas
and sealed. Gas density was determined by calculating the mass of the gas from the weighing
of the vessels full and the vessels empty and then dividing the difference by the already
established volume. Uncertainties of about 0.02% are claimed for this method. With the
vessels charged in this manner, the temperature and hence the pressure conditions may be
varied without changing the density, except as defined by the small pressure and temperature
coefficients of the vessels. In th is manner the performance of the density transducer can be
determined at several fixed and accurately defined densities and over the required pressure
and temperature ranges.

By performing these tests using argon and then ethylene, the differences can be quantified,
and then examined with respect to the expected velocity of sound offsets. The benefit of
this work is that some of the major systematic uncertainties of this measurement technique
such as the volume determination cancel out: Tables 1 and 2 list the results from the NPL
studies and they clearly show very good agreement, and that an instrument calibrated on
one gas will accurately measure the density of another gasafter correction for the velocity
of sound effect.

In recent years much experimental work has been carried out on the effects of natural gas
mixtures. Probably the most significant published work is that carried out by Huhrqas" and
Dantest ". Both of these reports clearly confirm the velocity of sound explanation for the
calibration offsets.
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Fig. 6 Outline diagram of NPL pressure vessel (1200cc cepicitv]

Fig. 7 The pressure vessel used by Shell (5000cc capicity)
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Table 1 NPL argon results
T___

_TImo T_DonoIty Cole. DonoIty PCol-PT .... Vol. of Sound voa Cor. OoaoIty PVooIc« - PTNO
0fII0t

Cl"CJ CT~J IJIeIn>'J Ikg/m·' em'" Cl<g/ .. 'J Pp........,.,,·1 1·I~Dhn>i f!l.l i~~

II; 1028.422 399.70 399.70 0.00 376 399.63 -0.07 -0.02 -0.04

20 1028.266 399.64 399.56 0.01 378 399.61 -0.03 -0.01 -0.02

26 102B.0a8 399.38 399.38 0.00 382 399.38 0.00 0.00 0.00

30 1027.926 399.22 399.22 0.00 386 399.26 0.04 0.01 0.02

45 1027.634 398.00 398.86 -0.03 397 398.98 0.10 0.03 0.07

15 896.391 279.98 279.99 0.01 34Il 279.90 -0.08 -0.03 -<l.04

20 895.289 279.89 279.90 0.01 352 279.86 -0.03 -0.01 -<l.02

25 895.173 279.80 279.90 0.00 35e 279.80 0.00 0.00 0.00

30 1I!l6.041 279.70 279.69 -0.01 360 279.73 0.03 0.01 0.04

46 894.722 279.47 279.43 -0.04 371 279.58 0.11 -<l.04 0.D7

15 737.004 160.13 160.13 0.00 330 160.05 -O.OB -<l.05 -<l.05

20 737.794 160.07 160.07 0.00 333 160.03 -0.04 -<l.03 -<l.03

25 737.592 160.00 160.00 0.00 337 160.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

30 737.588 159.94 159.92 -0.02 340 159.95 0.01 0.01 0.01

45 737.340 159.Bl 159.75 -0.06 360 159.88 0.07 0.04 0.05

15 633.925 40.15 40.17 0.02 318 40.14 -O.Q1 -0.02 -<l.02

20 633.875 40.13 40.15 0.02 321 40.13 0.00 0.00 0.00

25 633.800 40.11 40.11 0.00 324 40.11 0.00 0.00 0.00

30 633.730 40.09 40.08 -0.01 327 40.10 0.01 0.02 0.02

45 633.513 40.05 39.97 -0.08 337 40.04 0.01 -0.02 -0.02
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Table 2 NPL ethylene results compared against argon calibration

T_.-.. _TIme TRIll DensIty Cole.DensIty Peol - IT.... Vol. of Iound VOS Cor. 00ftIIty PII04/"", -Ily",.
Offoot
/le",

IT"CI lIMO 1 tka/m' 1 IkgIm> J (kg/m' 1
( '" emltl I kg/m' 1 e ke/m' , I" I (" )

15 1027.146 399.07 398.47 -0.60 -0.15 644 399.52 0.55 0.14 0.04

20 1026.863 398.88 398.20 -0.68 -0.17 656 399.37 0.49 0.12 -0.01

26 1026.624 398.70 397.97 -0.73 -0.18 663 399.16 0.46 0.11 0.04

30 1026.385 398.51 397.74 -0.73 -0.18 674 398.94 0.43 0.11 0.05

46 1026.724 398.91 398.07 -0.84 -0.21 706 399.32 0.41 0.10 0.00

16 897.063 260.10 2Bl.39 1.29 0.46 311 2BO.Bl 0.71 0.26 0.12

20 896.634 280.01 280.94 0.93 0.33 320 279.56 0.46 0.16 0.02

25 896.140 279.90 280.61 0.71 0.26 329 280.29 0.39 0.14 0.00

30 l1li5.826 279.79 280.36 0.66 0.20 338 280.14 0.35 0.13 -0.03

45 1I!l5.197 279.56 279.82 0.27 0.10 3B9 279.95 0.40 0.14 -0.01

16 740.590 169.94 161.99 2.05 1.27 236 160.17 0.23 0.14 0.12

20 740.068 159.00 161.62 1.75 1.00 241 159.95 0.00 0.05 0.02

25 739.657 159.80 161.34 1.64 0.96 247 159.84 0.04 0.02 -0.03

30 139.292 159.72 161.09 1.37 0.85 263 159.74 0.02 0.01 -0.05

45 738.462 159.68 160.62 0.94 0.58 270 159.55 -0.03 -0.02 -<1.10

16 633.919 40.06 40.20 0.14 0.35 288 39.96 -0.10 -0.25 -0.22

20 633.867 40.03 40.14 0.11 0.28 291 39.93 -0.10 -<l.26 -0.24

26 533.773 40.00 40.1' 0.14 0.35 294 39.95 -0.06 -013 -<1.12

30 633.668 39.97 40.05 0.08 0.20 297 39.00 -0.09 -0.23 -<1.24

46 633.433 39.92 39.93 0.01 0.03 JOB 39.82 -0.10 -0.25 -0.22

* Taken from NPL results: Reference NPC 3/05 Page 5
Nota:
1.

z.
K factors are optimised for argon at 25"(:

(
'+...!5.... )

PVQS cPColl+(:~

K = 2.62 E4

c•..
Actual vas
Argon vas at 25 "C

3. ~ .. Pressure corrected density offset
0.00 17%/bar from argon pressure at 25"C

IPv.,. - P,-"",l% + 0.0017 (P - P.I where P .. Vessel pressure
p." Vessel pressure with argon at 25"C

4. ~th" Pressure and temperature corrected density offset
IPsor.. )W1yl_ -(Pp....) __
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Table 3 shows the measurement deviation on a density transducer when calibrated with
methane and nitrogen, and how this deviation is reduced after the inclusion of the velocity
of sound correction.

Table 3 The RuhrgasNDI results for methane and nitrogen

Nominal Density Deviation Methane/Nitrogen Deviation aher VOS Correction
( kg/m3 ) ( % ) ( % )

22 0.93 +0.01
0.97 -0.03

35 0.83 +0.04
0.86 +0.07

47 0.71 +0.01
0.73 +0.03

59 0.59 -0.03
0.60 -0.04

Figure 8 is a summary of the measurement results on a number of natural gasesfrom the
Ruhrgas tests based on a methane calibrated sensor. Figure 9 demonstrates the consequence
of applying velocity of sound correction.

It is important to note that there have been reports of calibration offsets which cannot be
explained by the velocity of sound effect. In most casesan explanation has later been
found. either with respect to gas compositions uncertainties, measurement errors, calculation
errors or sensor contamination. This clearly highlights that considerable care and skill
is necessary in order to carry out these tests and, whilst these tests may be important in
order to confirm an effect, they should not form the basis of routine calibrations. In general,
for best performance and confidence, it is recommended that calibrations are performed on
a pure gassuch as nitrogen with suitable corrections for changes in gascomposition and
operating conditions.

5 METHODS OF CORRECTION

As clearly shown by theory and by measurement results, a systematic measurement offset
will be experienced if the velocity of sound of the measured gas is different from that of
the calibration gas. If this measurement offset is not acceptable then one of the following
-two procedures must be applied:

(a) To calibrate the density transducer with the user gas at· the mean operating conditions.
Good calibrations using this procedure are very difficult and are limited in their appli-
cation. It is often the case that better calibrations would result using pure gas (e.q.
nitrogen) calibrations and a fixed estimated offset.



30 40 70

Fig. 8 Ruhrgas natural gas results - uncorrected

20 50 60
Density (kg/m3 )

Fig. 9 Ruhrgas natural !JB$ results - vas corrected
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where

c=~

C = speed of sound ( mls )
'Y = Cp/Cv ratio of specific heats

(c5P) = ratio of pressure change (Pa) to density change (kg/m3 ) at
Sp T constant temperature

-4

(b) To apply corrections which must be based on knowing the following:

(1) The magnitude of the ves effect of the sensor.
(2) The ves of the Calibration Gas.
(3) The ves of the User Gas.

The sensor ves effect can be quantified, as previously shown.bv theory and measurement
and is described by the following equation:

= PI ( 1 +(~r)+:

P 1 +( ~~
TCg)

- 3

where
P = true density (kg/n'l3)
PI = indicated density from calibration on gas of ves (,cc )

T = time period of density sensor ( p.sec)
Cc = vas of calibration gas ( mls )
Cg:::: ves of measured gas ( m/s )
K :: density sensor constant

= 1.35 X 10" for 1794. 1797 and 7810 sensors
= 2.62 X 10" for 3092, 3093 and 7811 sensors

Figure 5 shows the effect on two types of sensor, one calibrated on nitrogen and the other
on argon. It follows that this graph shows the anticipated offset when no correction is
applied.

The vas of the calibration gas is usually easy to quantify, since calibration is normally
performed on well defined gasessuch as nitrogen at a well defined temperature.

The ves of the user gas is more difficult to quantify. It could be measured directly but it
is normally more convenient to calculate it from an understanding of the gas and its'
conditions. In this respect an examination of the basic thermodynamics of a gas will give
us the following:

Using the above equation as a basis, the ves can be calculated by one of the following
methods:

(a) Pressure/Density Composition Method
(b) Gas Equations of State Method using composition, pressure or density

and temperature
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(c) Temperature/Density Composition Method
(d) Temperature/Specific Gravity Composition Method

These methods are described in Appendix A of this paper and may be expanded or simplified
as necessary in order to obtain the desired accuracy. Similarly, they may result in the appli-
cation of fixed calibration offsets or they may be applied continuously from measurements
of pressure, temperature and compositiori. Experience hasshown that the Pressure/Density
method, whilst being one of the simplest to apply, is also one of the most effective.

For further simpl icitv it is sometimes the practice to combine the sensor effect with the gas
effect to form one correction equation. This is often referred to as the User Gas Equation
and its derivation is described in Appendix B. Its use is somewhat limited to specific gas types
over closely defined operating ranges and it is chiefly intended to highlight that for the best
accuracy a gas composition related correction factor should be applied.

It follows that there is an almost unlimited variation of correction methods, depending
primarily on how the vas of the User Gas can be described from the available measurements.
This wide choice does sometimes cause difficulties, but it should be stressed that the velocity
of sound effect only generates a small offset and in consequence there is little justification in
using complex procedures to accurately define these offsets when simple procedures are quite
adequate

It is often best to consider the velocity of sound correction as part of the total calibration
requirements for the density transducer and in this respect the following general recommend-
ations should be considered:

1. Calibration:

(a) For low density and natural gasesuse nitrogen at 200C (Figure 10).
(b) For high densities use argon at 20OC.
(cl Only use defined gasesat defined conditions if good density standards are

available, if gas quality can be assured and if calibration conditions cover
the full range of operating conditions.

2 Velocity of Sound Correction

(a) If measuring a defined gas at a relatively constant temperature, use fluid offsets
as provided by the 'User Gas Certificate' (Figure 11) or similar.

(b) If measuring different gasesand/or the measurement conditions are changing
significantly, use continuous correction for VOS, preferably by the Pressure/
Density method or alternatively by the Temperature/Specific Gravity method
but as defined by available measurements.

3 Temperature Corrections (Excluding vas Effect)

The vibrating cylinder density transducers normally have a very small temperature coef-
ficient (typically 0.001 kg/m3) and correction for this is only necessary if operating at
low densities and at temperatures which are far removed from the calibration temperature
(20QC). Where necessary, corrections can be applied using the equation on the prime
calibration certificate to either a mean fixed temperature condition or by using
temperature measurements.

12



CALIBRATION CERTIFICrlTE

Far~horouqh Division

Solartron Transducers

Serial No: 100108
Cylinder No: 004887

Amplifier No: 001393
-Cal Datel 20JAN86

7610N GAS DENSITY METER

Unit Pressure Tested to 375 BARS

DENSITY CALIBRATION FOR NITROGEN AT 20 DEG.C
(Based on Pressure-Temperature-Density Data in IUPAC Tables)

DENSITY
[KG/M3J

o
1
2
s
10
15
20
30
40
50

-60

PERIODIC TIME
_ [uSJ

212.277
213.201
2111.102
216.78
221.161
225.446
229.639
237.78
245.519
253.195
260.~22

DENSITY" KO + K1.T + K2.T**2

KO ..
Kl .,
K2 ".

";1.0087SZE+02
-1.515094E-Ol

Z.951956i:-03

TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT DATA

Dt = 01(1 + K18(t - 20 II + K19(t - 20 ) K1 a :: -2. 33E-05
K19 ..-1.88E-04

USER GAS OFFSET DATA

Nitrogen/Methane Gas Mixture Over Density Range 10 to 60 KG/M3

KS =
K4 ..

831
59

(
DA = Dt (1 +

(

K3 ( G I)
------- (0.00236 - ----I)
(Dt+K41 ( t+273))

where
T Periodic Time (uS)

DJ. Actual Densi ty (KG/M3 I Gas Speci!'ic Gravi ty -
t Temperature (DEG.C) G = -----------------------01 Indicated Density (KG/M3) Ratio of Specific Heats

Dt Temp.Correcte~ Density (KG/M31

TESTER

Ref NOI-GD01tL

QC

DATE-20JAN86

Fig. 10 Nitrogen calibration certificate
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USER GAS CALIBRATION CERTIFICATE

Farnhorough Division
Solartron Transducers

?BION GAS DENSITY METER Serial No: 100100
Cylinder No: 004887

Cal Date: 20~AN86

NITROGEN CALIBRATION DATA AT 20 DEG.C

KO -1.008782E+02
Kl = -1.515094E-Ol
K2 2.951956E-03

USER GAS DATA AT 20 DEC.C
COMPOSITION BY % VOLUME .

KlB
R19

-2.33E-05
-1. 33E-04

(SINGLE PHASE FLUID IS 1I.~.lSOMED)

HYDROGEN
HELIUM
N!TROGEN
CARBON MONOXIDE
CARBON DIOXIDE
OXYGEN
ARGON
METHANE
ETHANE
EnlYLENE
PROPANE
PROPYLENE
BUTANE
PENTANE
HEXANE +
TOTAL

0.0000
0.0000
0.4183
O. 0000
1.8985
0.0000
0.0000

84.6505
B.7505
0.0000
3.1074
0.0000
0.9684
0.1677
0.0387

100.0000

VELOCITY OF SOUND AND ERROR DATA WITH USER COEFFICIENTS

DENSITY PERIODIC TIME V.O.S MAX. ERROR
[KG/H3J [uSJ [MIS] [%density]

5 216.746 408 0.235
10 221.102 403 0.20B
20 229.545 395 0.174
30 237.665 390 0.181
40 245.495 389 0.160
60 260.400 392 0.186

USER GAS COEFFICIENTS
TESTER (lC

KO = -1.071680E+02
Kl = -1.004218E-Ol
K2 = 2.850954E-03

Ref No: GD02/F DATE-20JAN66

Fig. 11 User gas calibration certificate
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CONC LUSIONS

All vibrating density sensors are influenced by changes in the velocity of sound of the fluid
being measured. By understanding this effect, sensors can be designed which exhibit minimum
effect but without the loss of other features. By quantifying this effect with respect to a
particular measurement task, the most suitable correction method can be defined and agreed
by all parties.

This characteristic of these gas density sensors should be considered alongside details of the
calibration and the installation which are often of much greater significance. When correctly
applied, measurement performance to 0.1% of reading can be demonstrated in the laboratory
environment and to 0.2% to 0.3% of reading in the pipeline environment. This compares
very favourably with alternative methods of continuous gas measurement.
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APPENDIX A

V.O.S. DETERMINATION OF GAS MIXTURES

Prime Influence

From the thermodynamics of a gas, the speed of sound is given by the equation:

c=~ . A1

where c = speed of sound ( m/s )~=Ratio of specific heats

ratio of pressure change (in Pal to density change (in kg/m3)

'Y

at constant temperature

At low pressures this equation may be simplified to:

Also since

. A2

L
p

. A3

where R universal gasconstant
TA= absolute temperature
M = molecular weight
Z == compressibility factor

it follows

Pressure/Density Method

The Pressure/Density method of calculating the velocity of sound of a gas is based on equation A2. However,
to include for changes in the specific heat ratio and the pressure density ratio at high pressure, the equation
is expanded as follows:

c =~ + KJp2 + K2p3 • • A5

where 'Yo is the zero pressure specific heat ratio.

By correct selection of 'Yo, K J and K2, this equation is more than adequate for V.O.S. determ ination.
Furthermore, these values are not very sensitive to changes in gascomposition. It is this equation which is
used in Solartron Flow Computers types 7900 and 7910.
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c = 80 + 81 d-O.S + 82 (l pM + 83cP·5 Tp2

+ 84dTp + 8sdTl.S P + 86d1•S ro·S pl.S

+ 8,dl.5 T(.5 + 88d1•S Tl•5 pO.S + 89d2 Tl.S . A7

Temperature/Density Composition Method (2nd Gas Certificatet

A procedure has been developed by Solartron which allows the velocity of sound to be calculated for a
defined gasmixture, at a defined operating temperature and over a specific density range.

The velocity of sound for each component gas is determined by the following equation:

c = Koo + KOlx + K02X2 + (KIO + Kux + K12X2,y

+(K20 + K21X + K22X2 ,y2 + (K30 + K31X + K32X2 )y3 • A6

where x == temperature ( °C ,
Y component density ( kg/m3 )

The velocity of sound of a gasmixture is determined by the combination of the component velocity of
sounds.

This procedure is used by Solartron to generate a UsersGas Calibration Certificate (2nd Gas Certificate'

Temperature/Specific Gravity Method

This procedure is described in V.D.t. Report 162 and for natural gasesusesthe following equation:

where c
P
T
d

velocity of sound ( m/s ,
density ( kg/m3 ,
temperatu re ( 0 K )
density ratio ( Specific Gravity'

The coefficients 80 to 89 are selected from one of three tables as a function of the calorific value of
the gas.

This procedure should only be considered if a pressure measurement is not available and in general is
considered unnecessarily complex when compared with the Solartron User GasEquation.

Temperature/Specific Gravity Method (Reverse PTZ Procedure»

This procedure usesthe Pressure/Density method (pageA 1'. Equation A5, in combination with a
method of calculating line pressure from temperature, density, specific gravity and the Z factor. One
of severalavaifable procedures can be applied for the determination of Z such asNX 19.

This procedure, like the V.D.1. procedure, should only be considered if a pressuremeasurement is not
available and in general is considered unnecessarily complex when compared with the Solartron User
Gas Equation.
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APPENDIX B

SOLARTRON USER GAS EQUATION

The Solartron User Gas Equation is a simplified combination of the density sensor V.D.S. effect (Equation 2
on page 4 of this paper) and the gasV.D.S. definition (Equation A4). The combination method is as follows:

From Equation 2

P (1 + (-kY)
I (K )21 + -

reg

If (T~C) 2 and (r~j2 are small with respect to 1.0 then

The sensor Density!Time period relationship is approximately

82

also from Equation A4

RTAZ
'Y M . 83

substituting into Equation 81

PA P, (1+ (P, ~';:)R((~~z),- (~~zU) 84

This can be simplified further

PA "" PI ( 1 + K 3 (K 5 _ G )1\
(PI +K41 'Yo (T+273) /'

85

Where K 3 and K4 are coefficients which can be selected to give no error between a calibration gasand a
user gasat minimum and maximum densities. Ks is the calibration gasfactor.

G is the specific gravity of the user gas
'Yo is the zero pressure specific heat ratio
T is the temperature in °c.

This equation is presented on the Primary Calibration Certificate for Solartron Density sensorswhere the
factors K] and K4 have been selected to give no error when the sensoris used on the calibration gasand
on methane.
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= P (1 +~ (K7 _ G )~
I PI + K4 \ (T + 273) ~.

.86

Alternative valuesof K3 and K4 can be determined to give no error for any specified gasat minimum and
maximum operating densities.

For most applications, this correction equation can be further simplified with only a small loss in accuracy,
by assuminga constant value of 'Yo. Hence:

Where no pressuremeasurement is available, this method is normally recommended due to its simplicity
and effectiveness.
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